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DEAN GREETINGS
Assalamu Alaikum
and my best wishes
for continued
health and safety
to our CCMS family.
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I offer my heartfelt

congratulations to our Spring

2020 graduates! I wish we could

celebrate your noteworthy

accomplishments in person at

the commencement ceremony,

but as you know, we face

unprecedented challenges that

have dramatically changed our

ways of living and learning. We

overcame these challenges and

together look ahead to our

bright futures. This issue will

highlight some of our Spring

2020 achievements. CCMS

students, faculty, and staff

continued to learn, teach, and

advise. We thrived in the face of

adversity and prevailed. I am so

proud of everyone associated

with CCMS.

As we await a directive on the

fall semester, it appears we will

continue to deliver many of our

courses online. We are hoping

that CCMS will offer its

practical, lab and studio courses

face-to-face on campus

although 

it may mean staggering our

course schedule to teach smaller

sized classes. There will be

continued restrictions on the

number of students, faculty and

staff allowed on campus. Many

faculty members are using the

summer to improve teaching

methods for what is best

described as “hybrid” learning

model. CCMS faculty are also

adjusting course material and

assessments for online and

remote delivery. We are

identifying the best tools and

resources needed to enhance

learning. In short, we remain

committed to student learning

and student success.

Just as our faculty and staff

adjust to a new learning

environment, so must our

students. I respectfully ask

CCMS students for their

patience and understanding

during these uncertain times. I

also request your continued

engagement        with         your        



Changing colleges, majors, minors, &

concentrations.

Attendance appeals, underload, and overload

exception requests.

Creating greater student awareness of the job

market, with a special focus on opportunities

in private sector.

Hearing from more students and recent

graduates about their academic and

professional experiences and providing

additional forums to share their practical

experiences.

instructors and class materials. Student

success will be achieved with an engaged

student body. Please ask your professor

questions and engage with your colleagues

during class. Please use email and social

media wisely as you pursue your education

with integrity and honesty. I continue to

challenge our amazing students to take

charge of their academic program as their

lives depended on it—it does. Your ZU lives

matter!

To assist you with your academic success,

various student academic forms and

processes will change when the fall semester

begins in August. These changes

will  empower students to initiate their own

requests on such matters as:·       

Accompanying these changes are new

workflows that in many cases will have

CCMS administrators and faculty serve as

approvers instead of the Registrar and

Provost Offices.

I am delighted to share that students will see

even greater commitment from our faculty

and staff in increasing employment

opportunities for CCMS students. We are

participating in a university-wide initiative

that will focus on:

In this vein, I commend the continued

efforts of members of our National Advisory

Council to share their professional

knowledge and resources with our college. I

am delighted that so many of our alumni and

industry partners are committed to the

academic and professional successes of

CCMS students, faculty and staff. We need

each other now more than ever!

Although many of our events have either

been postponed or cancelled, we are finding

new ways to collaborate and network. For

example, our signature community service

event, the Zayed University Middle East Film

Festival (ZUMEFF) received a staggering

number of international submissions this

spring. We rescheduled  ZUMEFF  from

March to October and are now considering

an online film festival in 2021 in order to

best serve our students and partners. Stay

tuned because as we listen to you, we learn

from you, and as we learn, we will share with

you. That is what effective educators do.  On

behalf of my office—Associate Dean Dr.

Badran Badran, Sr. Academic Administrative

Assistant Andrea Juhasz, and the entire

CCMS community, I wish you a wonderful

summer and look forward to your continued

engagement with our outstanding college.

Our futures will be filled with more

challenges and changes. Let us take

advantage of both and turn them into

opportunities.

Peace & Love,

Dwight E. Brooks, 

Dean  College of Communication and Media

Sciences



Rowdha is a hardworking, you & ambitious Emirati

individual with a confident public speaking & verbal

communication skill. She graduated from CCMS at

Zayed University in December 2018 with a bachelor’s

degree in Media Communication and Integrated

Strategies. Her true passion is when she is on the back

of a horse, she is an avid rider. During the summer

months, she enjoys hopping on a plane for a break.

I would truly encourage  new  ZU graduates to

develop their communication skills, because I

really think that communication is not just what I

have studied for 4 years, but communication helps

you build a very strong network, get in touch with

other people, help you to be an open-minded

person. In order  be a good communicator with

good  communication skills, you have to choose

the right work environment  and  surround

yourself  in a place where you can  develop

and  grow. I personally  developed and grew my

skills  in  the  private sectors.  I believe this  was a

very healthy beginning for me.

What advice would you have for new
graduating students?

I believe  being  well-preparation is the most

important element when  doing an interview or

starting  a new  job.  With preparation I mean you

need to  have a clear idea of

what  the  company  is  doing,  you should read and

be familiar with their  news or events that are

publicly published. Know the company

information and updates.    Know pivotal times of

the  company’s, or  big turning point for

example:  “a campaign that an agency worked on

and have raised their reputation within the

market”. Never be an interviewee who is arrogant

and brag that this job is YOURS. Be yourself and

be kind, well-mannered, with a professionally

appearance and professional approach.   Expect

questions that require your attention and always

think of your answer.

What tips can you share on preparing for a
job interview?

Favorite class in CCMS was Business

communication, because I have always  disliked

it  and lacked skills in Business and Marketing. I

really enjoyed the learning in this class.

What was your favourite class in CCMS?

Yes.  I was fully prepared for my career once I

started drafting 2000 word essays and working on

countless  presentations. I learned from professors

who shared their experiences and success stories. 

Did CCMS prepare you for your career?

Rowdha Mohammed Alnaqeeb
Event Special ist Corporate Comm & Marketing

Cleveland Cl inic Abu Dhabi

Yes, as a  Communication and

Media  specialist,  I  currently work in  the  Events

Management field which in our organization.  The

events team is a part of the corporate

communication department,  where I  closely

working with social media, internal/external

comms and digital comms.

Is your job related to your field of study?

My biggest fear/challenge I’ve been facing

throughout my transitioning journey from a

student to an independent employee-to-be, was

the commitment in a working environment which

is the typical kind of “colleagues, offices,

managers, demands, deadlines, extra working

hours”.

What was the greatest challenge you faced
after graduating?

ALUMNI NEWSALUMNI NEWS
COLLEGE OF
COMMUNICATION AND
MEDIA SCIENCES

I would look for students who are specialized in

public-facing fields more frequently, such as

Media, TV, filming, production and Tourism.

What would you look for when you hire a
new graduate from CCMS?
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Eman is an Emirati filmmaker  and screenwriter who

loves to tell stories. She started writing stories when she

was young girl and while enrolled at Zayed University

decided to make films.   After completing an internship

on the film set of the Netflix produced movie 'War

Machine,'   Eman accepted a position with Majid TV as a

director for several shows. She graduated from the 

 College of Communication and Media Sciences in

December 2015 with a bachelors degree in

Communications.  

In 2016 Eman won 'Best Film' in the Arab Film Festival

Narrative for her film 'The Choice'.  Eman took home an

AED 100,000 film grant in December at the Muhr Awards

for her script 'Blanket'.  She has been a judge and various

panels and has been a guest speaker at many UAE film

related events. When Eman is not on set, she enjoys

reading and writing but when she wants to venture

outdoors, she scuba dives. 

You can do anything, and just because you have a

job thats not related to your field that doesn’t

mean you need to stop your passion just mange

your time and you can have it all.

What advice would you have for new
graduating students?

Be confident and know your worth and talent.

What tips can you share on preparing for a
job interview?

My favorite classes were  Storytelling,

Introduction  to film  and Public  Speaking. My

favorite part  of my university experience  was

talking to my instructors and sharing the stories I

wrote and getting guidance on how to improve.

What was your favourite class in CCMS?

My experience proved to me that I can achieve

anything , and that I should be bold telling stories

which helped me a lot in my career and making

films today. CCMS helped my by making me

believe that everything is possible.

How did you CCMS experience prepare you
for your career?

Eman Talal Alsayed
Director
Majid TV

Yes, I studied and specialised in film and tv and I

now work in the field.  

Is your job related to your field of study?

Mean ungrateful bosses who try to bring you

down.

What was the greatest challenge you faced
after graduating?

ALUMNI NEWSALUMNI NEWS
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Storytellers, hard workers, passion and talent.

What would you look for when you hire a
new graduate from CCMS?
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Building and developing a thick skin.

What was the greatest challenge you faced
after graduating?



Mahinaz graduated in the Spring of 2020 from

the CCMS at Zayed University.  She  plane to

complete a Master’s degree before she starts

looking for a job.  She was awards second

place for   inat the  BEA international film

competition, (BEA film in 48) a  journalism

competition offered by the National

Newspaper.  Her hobbies include: writing,

reading, going to the gym and no that she has

graduated she wants to start learning new

languages.

I believe some of the courses I have studied at

CCMS have prepared me for my career as many of

them are quite practical courses which I think is

beneficial, some of the more theoretical courses

are also very important as they give you a good

background which I believe is fundamental. I

actually think there should be more theory-based

courses offered to students at the beginning of

their studies to give them a strong, solid

foundation and thorough understanding of the

course. I believe this will also help them later on

to preform even better in the practical courses.

How do you think your experience at ZU has
prepared you for a job?

I don’t have one favorite class in CCMS. However,

I enjoyed the writing classes such as Media

Storytelling a lot. I also enjoyed the media law and

ethics class and the ISC planning and management

where I learnt how to design and execute a PR

campaign.

What was your favourite class in CCMS?

Mahinaz Hamza Saad

Freshly Graudated

The situations with COVID-19 has changed a lot of

things that I had initially planned after graduating

but I think when it’s over things will get better.

What do you think would be the greatest
challenge you face after graduating?

ALUMNI NEWSALUMNI NEWS
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A professional, punctual and a hardworking

graduate who is willing to learn and most

importantly is passionate and enjoy what they

have studied.

What do you think an employer looks for in
an employee?
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My favorite part of my university experience has

got to be being a member of the PALs program at

ZU. It was an incredibly eye-opening experience

and really pushed me to go for things I don’t

usually go for. It was also a way I could give back

and provide a service to the university as a student

by helping tutor students which I really enjoyed

What was your most memorable experience
at ZU?

I still haven’t gotten into the professional life yet.

However, I do feel that I am well equipped and

prepared for it. A part of that goes back to my

experience in the PALs program, being a PAL

helped me understand the importance of being

punctual and professional. Another part of it goes

back to my experience as a member of MEPRA

and all the events and volunteer work I took part

in as a student has definitely been an eye opener

and has equipped me with many skills I believe

will be useful in my professional life.

How did your experience at ZU help you
with your professional life?

Yes, I was a member of the PALs program,

MEPRA, the CCMS honors society and URSP

(Undergraduate Research Scholars program).

Did you belong to any clubs or serve on any
committees?



Maitha graduated from  Zayed University in June

2016 with a Bachelors Degree from the College

of Communication and Media Sciences. Her

major was in Integrated Strategic

Communication and she is really proud of a GPA

above 3. Maitha completed an internship with

the Abu Dhabi Company for Onshore Oil

Operations (ADCO). After her internship Maitha

accepted a position as a Marketing Specialist

with the Fatima Bint Mubarak Ladies Academy

(FBMA). When she is not working, she enjoys a

swimming and a good movie. 

My experience at Zayed University reflected

positively on me in my professional life. I made

many connections at ZU and I learned to

communicate with people the right wat. The good

professors at ZU helped me improve my skills but

they also taught me to believe in myself.  I learned

to trust in myself and this was a good take-away.

How did your experience at ZU help you
with your professional life?

Always smile, show your ability and answer

questions with confidence.

What tips can you share on preparing for a
job interview?

Writing for Public Relations, Creative Advertising

and Professional and Public Speaking, were very

beneficial and really interesting. Most of my

classes were valuable and very useful.

What was your favourite class in CCMS?

Yes, it prepared me very well and I am so glad that

I was a CCMS student at Zayed University. I have

learned to be a professional communicator, to

speak well, to act appropriately, to write well and

to achieve.

Did CCMS prepare you for your career?

Maitha Al Arfi
Marketing Special ist
Fatima Bint Mubarak Ladies Sports Academy

Yes. I am currently working in an environment

that representsumy field of study in every way.

Is your job related to your field of study?

First is was finding a job.  After I was employed it

had to learn to be more confident  about my ideas

and how to defend my ideas.

What was the greatest challenge you faced
after graduating?
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Professionalism in speaking and focusing on her

attitude and her confidence in herself.

What would you look for when you hire a
new graduate from CCMS?
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Be confident, increase your connections and

believe in yourself.

What advice would you have for new
graduating students?



Shamayel graduated in 2016 from The College of

Communication and Media Science at Zayed University with a

major in Integrated Strategic Communications.  To ensure she

develos her skills and build her  resume, Shamayel completed

internships at four  government entities.  She completed her

first   with ENEC in  their communications department.  After

this, she moved to the HR department at Nawah, a subsidiary

of ENEC.  From here she completed  an internship with the

Abu Dhabi Housing Authority. After her final internship with

the Abu Dhabi Investment Company she accepted a position

with Abu Dhabi Media.  When she is not working, Shamayel

enjoys  an afternoon by the pool or on horseback.  She is also

an avid archer.

It  helped  prepare me a  lot. As  a communications

graduate  currently working in communications I

apply  a lot  of what  I  have studied  and learned at

ZU  at work.  Particularly,  planning and executing

campaigns events and even translating scripts.

How did your experience at ZU help you
with your professional life?

Be confident and market yourself well. If they ask

something tyou're not familiar tell them ou don't

know but you're willing to learn.  Talk about what

you have studied  and how it you will apply this

knowledge.

What tips can you share on preparing for a
job interview?

My senior year project class, where I learned how

to plan a proper campaign and how to measure it

this helped alot now at my work.

What was your favourite class in CCMS?

Yes, by teaching me the theory of communication,

making sure I understand these theories and then

teaching me  the steps  on how exactly  to plan

campaigns and events from scratch.

Did CCMS prepare you for your career?

Shamayel Al  Sayari
Internal Communication Special ist
Abu Dhabi Media

Yes. I apply  the skills I learned at ZU every single

at work.  I plan campaigns & events, I translate, do

marketing   & advertising.    I  communicate with

external stakeholder and write weekly and

monthly reports.

Is your job related to your field of study?

ALUMNI NEWSALUMNI NEWS
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I  would look for a student who love

challenges,  someone  who is ambitious  and

know about communications, someone who knows

how to plan a campaign and an event.

A  creative  thinker  and a student that would think

of new ideas and know how to present these ideas.

What would you look for when you hire a
new graduate from CCMS?
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Keep  your CV updated.    Show a  desire

succeed.    Know that a  communications  job

may  require  working longer than  8 hours. If you

see the results, you will really enjoy your job.

What advice would you have for new
graduating students?

Travelling with  the  student council to  Denver,

Colorado to attend a student leadership

program.  I  met  the  Dubai student council which

was  a great learning experience.  I loved  going

to  ZU's canteen to have  pasta & pizza with my

friends and of course studying at esquires.

What was your most memorable experience
at ZU?

Yes. I was a member of the ZU student council.

Did you serve on any committees?



Who do you Contact?
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CCMS Internship Coordinator

Dr. Mian Asiam

Office      04-4-2-1739
Email      Mian.Asim@zu.ac.ae
Contact   +971 2 402-1739
                +971 55 199-7070

                +971 52 915-0099

CCMS Internship Oficer - Dubai

Ms. Fatima Alshamsi

Email      fatima.sultanalshamsi@zu.ac.ae
Contact   +971 2 402-1136

During a regular semester, internship starts

one week after the commencement of the

classes. Internships and the internship

course last for 7 or 8 weeks and happens

twice per semester. There are two

internship programs in the Fall semester

(Fall A and Fall B) and two in the Spring

semester (Spring A and B). The exact dates

are approved by the Registrar’s Office.

When are the internships scheduled?
The internship course is the last to be taken

after al other courses are completed.It is,

therefore, important to make sure students

follow their course plan as advised.  CCMS

does not approve internships to be taken at

the same time as courses (i.e. part-time

internships) unless there are special

circumstances for this to happen.

When can I take my internship?

DUBAI CAMPUS

CCMS Internship Coordinator

Mrs. Inka Stever

Office      FF3-02-058
Email      Inka.Stever@zu.ac.ae
Contact   +971 2 599 3281

CCMS Internship Officer - Abu Dhabi

Ms. Fatima Alsuwaidi

Email      fatima.sultanalshamsi@zu.ac.ae
Contact   +971 55 747-4074

Commonly-asked Internship questions   

ABU DHABI CAMPUS



Internships were interrupted during the Covid-19 Pandemic

INTERNSHIP NEWSINTERNSHIP NEWS   
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Some CCMS students had already started in

the Spring 2020 semester but had to stop

due to the COVID 19 pandemic. The

situation for the summer was extremely

difficult as most organizations stopped their

internship programs completely and only

few were able and willing to accommodate

students with remote learning

opportunities. We put out a call to MEPRA

who advertised our need for internships on

their webpage. Through this call we were

able to place students in internships with

such companies as Hill+Knowlten Strategies,

  Emirates Water and Electricity Company

and the NewMediaAcademy. Nevertheless

only 10 students were placed with others

having to postpone their placements for Fall

2020.

COVID-19 during Spring and Summer

May students are wondering and worrying

about their Fall internshis. While the Covid-

19 situation in the country has considerably

improved, most internship sites are still

concerned about the health and safety of its

on-site employees, and continue to refrain

from allowing on-site internships. Only few

companies are offering virtual internship

opportunities in AUH during the fall

semester.  Please know that it is the

university’s utmost goal to help you fulfill

the internship requirements so that you can

graduate as early as possible. We have

started and continue to apply for your

internship placements. Ideally, you will be

placed either on-site or virtually, and will

complete your work placements as

planned.  However, the available internship

places might be insufficient to

accommodate all interns during the falll

semester.  Therefore, the university has

decided that the internship course can be

substituted by alternative work experiences,

or research projects etc. To determine

which path is the best way forward for each

individual student, a survey completed by

students will allow us to assess the work you

have previously done, and which alternative

is most fitting for your internship.  After

analyzing the data, the internship team will

be in touch with each student to discuss the

best solution to enable you to gradaute in

Fall 2020.  The team’s first  priority is to get

you a traditional or virtual internship

placements. Only if this is unsuccessful will

we look into alternatives for you.

COVID-19 this Fall

IMPORTANT INTERNSHIP NEWS

COVID19 hit in the middle of the spring

semester. To ensure the safety and

wellbeing of our interns, CCMS allowed

them to work remotely from home

according the guidelines set forth by their

respective internship sites. Very few

internships were suspended or revoked

completely, and the affected students were

given priority for the summer internship.

There are was also a decision made to

strictly adhere to a “no free internship

grade” policy during this time.

How did COVID-19 impact internships?

In the summer, internships are offered only

to  those students who meet a very strict

qualifying criterion. A handful of decent

government and private organizations were

able to accommodate 14 interns from Dubai.

Can I complete my internship during the
summer?



This thesis explores the representation of
peace and conflict in Kashmir through the
mainstream Bollywood cinema. In the early
1960s, the breathtakingly beautiful valley of
Kashmir was a preferred destination for
Bollywood's love and romantic narratives
filmed in beautiful locations of Kashmir.
Films like  Kashmir Ki Kali,  Jab Jab Phool
Khile, and Junglee are some of the examples
that were highly acclaimed and top-rated
films of those times. These narratives
changed from love and romance to conflict,
foreign infiltration and terrorism in the late
1980s and onwards with films such
as  Roja,  Dil Se,  LOC Kargil,  Maa Tujhe
Salaam, and  Mission Kashmir.    This
research analyses the mediatized role of
Indian cinema in Kashmir to understand the
social,  political and  

PHD TITLE
‘Representations of Peace and Conflict in Kashmir in Indian
Mainstream Bollywood Cinema.’  

PHD'S GRANTEDPHD'S GRANTED
COLLEGE OF
COMMUNICATION AND
MEDIA SCIENCES
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GRANTING INSTITUTION GRANTING INSTITUTION 
Cardiff University Wales, U.K.

PhD in Journalism and Social Science

Representations of Peace and Conflict in Kashmir in Indian Mainstream Bollywood
Cinema.

Dr. Fokiya Ahktar

Congratulations

ABSTRACT

and artistic manifestations in each of these
films. It further explores how each film
characterizes the topic of peace and conflict
with a particular emphasis on the way that
each film narrative organization and
aesthetic construction influence aspects of
representation. The textual analysis of each
pre-conflict and conflict film examines
different approaches to narrative
organization and the importance of
integrating critical approaches that address
questions of film style and interpretation.



PHD TITLE
‘Social Media and Gulf-Arab Women’s Empowerment:
Lessons in Dynamic and Distractions. ’  
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GRANTING INSTITUTION GRANTING INSTITUTION 
Lancaster University, United Kingdom

PhD in Technology Enhanced Learning

Social media and Gulf-Arab women's empowerment: lessons in dynamics and
distractions.

Dr. Zoe Hurley

Congratulations

ABSTRACT

The social media applications Snapchat and
Instagram have been relatively ignored by
pedagogic scholarship and their functions
considered as distractions or beyond the
remits of institutional learning. This neglect
of social media within learning is also a by-
product of its visual and multimodal
properties which are under-theorised
aspects of scholarship yet represent a literal
blind-spot to how gender inequalities are
being reproduced. This study considers how
female Gulf-Arab learners, studying
communications and media degrees in the
United Arab Emirates, integrate social
media learning within their learning lives
and the extent to which this is empowering
or otherwise. The broadly two-step
approach of the research engages
participants   in   focus   group    discussions      

and    designing       prototypes   for social
media  learning.    An innoative and
integrative conceptual framework called
Edusemiotic Dynamics is developed and
includes critical theory, gender capabilities
and edusemiotics. This provides a
framework for thinking about the triadic
semiotics of meaning making. From this
synthesis, the novel methodology theorises
social media across the merging boundaries
of offline/online postdigital learning as
material-dynamic, symbolic-action and
conceptual-symbolic practices. Overall, it
provides a critical perspective of the
findings surrounding Gulf-Arab women’s
technosemiotic agencies and empowerment
as entangled within the commercialised
dynamics of social media.
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WHAT IS CPD?
This week is an
opportunity for CCMS
faculty and staff from
the Dubai and Abu
Dhabi campus to come
together to discuss
College matters.   It  is  a
platform for faculty &
staff to collaborate on
a variety of issues.     

PROFESSIONAL

Dean Brooks discussed
CCMS's upcoming
ACEJMC accreditation
and the requirement
for reaccreditation.

DEVELOPMENT

FACULTY

Dr. Badran walked the
faculty thought the
reaccreditation
application process
and what is required of
every faculty to ensure
a successful submission
and outcome.    
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On Feb 26th,  His  Excellency Omar Ghobash, Assistant
Minister of Culture and Public Diplomacy – Ministry of
Foreign Affairs,  gave a lecture initiated by MEPRA student
chapter from the college of Communication and Media
Sciences in collaboration with the college of Humanities
and Social Sciences on “How Public Diplomacy Shapes the
Image of a Nation.” 

He lectured the students about his novel “Letters to A
Young Muslim,” which was published in 2017. Mr. Ghobash
said he has dedicated years to the question of tolerance and
Islam. The meaning and limits of tolerance must be
explored within and among different faiths. 

His Excellency gave insightful messages to the young
audience on pursuing public diplomacy as a career to aid
the nation’s frameworks to shape a better image to the rest
of the world. “Having sent over 10 years as a diplomat and
meeting with other diplomats, I  found that traditional
diplomacy is quite dry, its core value revolves around
general meetings and attending gala dinners, which I
believe is dull .  The real work is in public diplomacy, which
is more vibrant, active, and driven with passion towards
cultural exchange, compassion, and tolerance,” he said. 

MEPRA LECTURE
This lecture by H.E.
Omar Ghobash was
held on the Zayed
University Abu Dhabi
Campus.  Attended by
over 100 students from
both the College of
Communication and
Media Sciences as well
students from The
College of  Humanit ies
and Social Science.
Faculty members and
staff also attended this
lecture which
concluded with a Q&A
session.
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HE OMAR GHOBASH
February 26th, 2020

Al Ghail Hall

Spring 2020
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The Zayed University MEPRA Student Chapter from the
Abu Dhabi campus hosted  an an event in the from of an
interview and open Questions and Answers session with Joe
Jenkins, Deputy Chief Editor at The National.

Students were invited to join a light lunch afterwards.

WHO IS MEPRA
MEPRA is the voice of
the publ ic relations
profession in the
Middle East.  It  is  an
association committed
to setting standards of
excellence in the
communication
industry.  It  is  a
community where
professionals can get
industry insights,
network with peers and
further their
professional ski l ls .
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JOE JENKINS Q & A
January 27th, 2020

Multimedia Lab

Spring 2020

JEOPARDY QUIZ
January 29th, 2020

Du Lab

Spring 2020

The MEPRA Student chapter, The Radio Club and The
Journalism Club from The College of Communication and
Media Sciences  at Zayed University hosted the Jeopardy
Quiz Show Finale on the Abu Dhabi campus.  This finale
took plaec between The College of Humanities and Social
Science vs University College.  
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We are proud of our students.
DUBAI LYNX
Dubai Lynx  is MENA's
premier festival of
creativity,  bringing
MENA's creative
communications
industry together to
learn, network and
celebrate the power of
creativity.
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Dr. Claire Sherman, Assistant Professor

CCMS ENTRTIES
This year  ZU CCMS  had
a  record number of
students shortl isted for
the Dubai Lynx
Integrated Student
Award with 3 of 10
shortl isted
campaigns.  Unfortunat
ely the event didn’t go
ahead due to  current
pandemic  but
they  hosted  an onl ine
award role call .
Unfortunately  our
student just missed
being awarded  a place
but there were some
excellent campaigns.

ALPHAS
Israa Ismail Alhammadi

Fatima Thamer Almansoori

Nadia Mohamed Alhosani

Nadia Mohamed Alhosani

THE ELITES
Shamma Waleed Alhammadi

Tahani Khalid Thabet

Fatma Mohamed Almarar

Arwa Abdulla Musaed

DREAM BIG
Zaynab Matar Alremeithi

Fatema Fater Al Remeithi

Afra Hasan Alzaabi

Fatima Saif Alromaithi

Shaima Zain Alameri
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SPRING 2020 GLOBCOM SYMPOSIUM
Hosted by Vilnius University, Lithuania

WHAT IS GLOBCOM
GlobCom is a
multicultural global
publ ic relations
project.   In the GlobCom
competit ion,
nine  global  virtual
teams are formed as
international Publ ic
Relations (PR) agencies
with students
from  15  countries,
including the UAE.

This spring semester,  senior
students enrolled in ISC 451
participated in GlobCom to
create a branding tourism
campaign for Lithuania.
Students communicated  and
cooperated  with students
from around the world via
various communication
technologies such as zoom,
Whatsapp, Facebook, Trello.
At the end of the project,
students usually travel to one
of the participating
universities to present their
campaign with their
international partners in
front of the client during a
three-day symposium. 

Unfortunately, this year, the
symposium was supposed to
be in Lithuania but was
changed to a virtual meeting. 

CCMS HOST
ZU CCMS Abu Dhabi
hosted GlobCom  in
2008, 2009, 2012 and
2016.

GLOBCOM & CCMS
2020 was the 12the
year CCMS Abu Dhabi
participated in the
GlobCom international
publ ic relations project
competit ion, 

The teams still  presented
their campaign to the client
but virtually

One of CCMS seniors, Amna
Al Shamsi ,  served as a Global
Team Leader during the
project and reflected that “it
was definitely a privilege to
have worked on such a
wonderful international project ,
meeting talented individuals
working as one to create our
first  global campaign, making
our first  steps in PR. I
appreciate being given the
opportunity to inspire my team
in the position of a global team
leader,  discovering my ability to
work under extreme measures
with a team separated
geographically but together in
heard and mind.”

Dr. Gael le Duthler,  associated professor
and a GlobCom Board Member of GlobCom 
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NEW PODCAST NETWORK
James Piecowye has been busy the past
year.   He has started a 100% non-profit
podcasting network podaholiks.com.

There are over 174 episodes l ive at the
moment. With 5738 l isteners at the
moment, the focus wil l  be on promoting
this podcast network. 60% of the audience
is in the UAE of which 83% reside in Dubai.
The largest audience share is in the 35-44
age group and 71% of l isteners are male.

In April James was a speaker at InnerTalks #19 in
April. The topic: Stay hungry & Stay Foolish. An
associate professor of communication at
Zayed  University he has been teaching Emirarti
women how to be spectacular communicators since
2000.  

 James cocurated the 1st TEDx in Dubai, was a
broadcaster at DubaiEye, hosts CreativeMornings in
Dubai and has taken the lead of creating the
PODAHOLIKS podcast network.   James truly by
accident lives by the words of Steve Jobs, Stay
Hungry, Stay Foolish.

CREATIVE MORNINGS
Typically CreativeMornings in Dubai meets
on the 3rd Tuesday of the month at 8:15am
in the Nest at the TRYP Hotel in Barsha
Heights.  We love to kick off with an
icebreaker to get everyone moving and
then it  is  on to the main
event!   CreativeMornings Dubai  unif ies
creative people al l  over the world through
its f irst virtual meet-up. 

CreativeMornings Dubai 's  56th installment
on Apri l  22nd marked perhaps its most
unique one yet,  becoming the f irst virtual
meetup from the lecture series.

INNTERTALKS

In April CreativeMornings Dubai held its 56th breakfast lecture but we went virtual.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Dr. Anne Gregory, Professor
Chair of Corporate Communication
University of Huddersfield,  U.K.
Director-Global Capabil ity Framework
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GCF 2020
Launch of the init ial
f indings of the Global
Capabil ity Framework
(GCF) in the UAE.

This study, led by Dr.
Gaelle Duthler and Dr.
Gangha Danesh extended
a 9-country global study
to the UAE.

The study explores the
capabil it ies required for
public relations  and
comm. management
professionals in the
country.

Researchers, practitioners, and
educators  came together  to discuss
knowledge, skills, competencies,
and behaviors of public relations
professionals in the UAE. 

Dr Ganga Dhanesh and Dr Gaelle
Duthler, College of
Communication and Media
Sciences, Zayed University are
leading the study in the UAE, which
includes multiple rounds of data
generation with expert panels of
public relations and
communication management
practitioners and academics.

They organized a  symposium to
discuss the findings from multiple
rounds of the Delphi panel
study  and to share  other UAE
experts insight  into  the  global
capabilities required for a PR
professional.

Dr. Anne Gregory, is the director of The Global
Capability Framework project,  a model used to
benchmark the UAE compared to other countries such as
Canada, Australia,  Singapore, the UK, and the US.

Thanks to Dean Brooks for his
support and generous patronage of
the event.  

And to Nadia Rahman and her
brilliant team who were super
responsive to our many requests, to
Andrea Juhasz for being the event
planner par excellence that she is,
and to Ameera AlShehyari for
managing the invites. 

Another round of thanks to Dr.
Badran Badran      and Dr. Russell
Williams  for finding the time to
attend the event.  

And thanks to the external panelists
Alex Malotuf and Serra Gorpe for a
lively discussion with an engaged
audience. 
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Dr. Elsayed Darwish has participated in the
international government communication forum
held in Sharjah on March 4th. He presented a
paper titled: Government communication in UAE:
the effectiveness, communicators, and audience. 

PUBLISHED
This paper by Dr.  Darwish wil l
be publ ished in a book by the
International communication
Center in Sharjah.
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DR. ELSAYED DARWISH

March 4th. 2020

Sharjah, UAE
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Rochelle Williams from the College of
Communication and Media Sciences was
invited by the Dubai Police University to lead
a virtual session titled 'How to Create and
Encouraging Distance Learning Environment' .
She was congratutated on a very successfull
and well attended webinar.  

DUBAI POLICE

June 4th, 2020
Webinar

UNIVERSITY



CONFERENCE THEME
This year’s theme, "Classroom
Research for Effective
Teaching", highl ights the
benefits of higher education
faculty conducting systematic
inquiry of the impact of their
teaching in their classroom in
an effort to improve their
teaching practices and their
students’  learning outcomes.

SOLT CONFERENCE
January 9, 2020

Zayed University, UAE
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Dr. Zoe Hurley and Dr. Andrea Mayr presented a
paper titled 'Semiotics and Edusemiotics'  at the
4th  Annual Conference of the Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning.

Dr. Park Breede presented a paper titled
'Individual versus Group Grades: An Empirical
Analysis Comparing Student Performance' at the
4th  Annual Conference of the Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning.
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Dr. Zoe Hurley presented a paper titled
' ‘Learning as Flourishing: Going Beyond Data
Driven Assessment. ’ '  at 2020 GESS Conference.  

GESS CONFERENCE
Febraury 25-27th, 2020

Dubai World Trade Centre

WHAT IS GESS?
GESS Dubai  2020 is the leading
education conference in the
Middle East and offers f
inspirational talks and
dynamic, hands-on workshops
from global industry leaders &
influential  local practit ioners.

CO-AUTHOR

Congratulation to Hessa Ahmed Al Falahi who is co-author  of a
collaborative book project.     This powerful book brings together 18
amazing authors from around the world in partnership with
@expertsmarken and Oyster Publishing.    Every author brings
unique and personal story that may resonate with a situation in
your life or environment during these extraordinary times.
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CCMS HOST
ZU CCMS Abu Dhabi
hosted GlobCom  in
2008, 2009, 2012 and
2016.

GLOBCOM & CCMS
2020 was the 12the
year CCMS Abu Dhabi
participated in the
GlobCom international
publ ic relations project
competit ion, 

PRESIDENT VIRTUAL VISIT 
Her Excellency Noura Al Kaabi,  President of Zayed University joined a class remotely
taught by Rochelle Williams from the College of Communication and Media Sciences. 
 Her Excellency later gave Rochelle a shout-on for her online teaching strategies and the
way she adapted her home to an online teaching environment. This online session from
March 25, 2020 was widely publicised on social media and UAE news outlets.    

A VIDEO FOR FACULTY
The office of the President of Zayed University and Rochelle Williams from the College
of Communication and Media Sciences, on request of  Her Excellency Noura Al Kaabi,
produced a video titled "Tips for Successful Online Teaching".   This purpose of this
video was to share insights with faculty into creating a comfortable and effective online
learning environment at home. Rochelle explained she realised early in online teaching
to create a strong boundary between home life,  teaching and work.   
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MAJORS DAY
This day is an
opportunity to
introduce CCMS and the
various concentrations
to optential  students.  

CCMS 

ISC
Integrated Strategic
Communications

TCC
Tourisma and Cultural
Communication

MPS
Media Production and
Storytell ing

CONCENTRATIONS
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CCMS FACULTY VOLLEYBALL TEAM
Thanks to Anestis Fotiadis,  Azmat Rasul,  Claire Sherman, Don Shin, Rochelle Williams
and Russell  Williams for representing the CCMS faculty as the only university team in
the Abu Dhabi Volleyball Tournament. Unfortunately the tournament was suspended due
to the Covid-19 pandemic. Playing against mostly young teams the were going to place at
least third before the tournament was suspended.  They hope to resume playing as soon
as things are back to normal.
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CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION
Student Accessibility Services

Dr. Yul ia Medvedeva

2019-2020

Congratulations to Dr. Yulia Medvedeva for
receveing a certificate of appreciation from The
Department of Student Accessibility Services (SAS)
in recognition for her support provided to
Students of Determination in the 2019-2020
academic year. 

BEST DIRECTOR
An Gorta Mor: Passage to India

Dr. Fokiya Akhtar

Congratulations to Dr. Fokiya Akhtar for having won
the Best Director award for her film An Gorta Mor:
Passage to India. It was also selected to be part of
the University Film and Video Association (UFVA)
Conference  of professors, scholars, and film and
video makers to be held in July 26-July 30, 2020. Dr.
Akhtar also received a host of other awards that
she and her film has been garnering along the way!

Congratulations

Documentary Film ,73 minutes

4th Indian World Film Festival
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Publications

Professor
Dr. Anestis Fotiadis

Yeh, Shih-Shuo, Anestis K. Fotiadis et al. (2020). “Exploring the Value
Co-Destruction Model for on-Line Deviant Behaviors of Hotel
Customers.” Tourism Management Perspectives, vol. 33.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tmp.2019.100622.

Publications

Professor
Dr. Nagwa Fahmy

Nagwa Fahmy (2019). A Field Study of Arab Data Journalism Practices in
the Digital Era. Journalism Practice.
https://doi.org/10.1080/17512786.2019.1709532
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Noela Michael, Sreejith Balasubramanian, Ian Michael and Anestis
Fotiadis (2020.) Underlying motivating factors for movie-induced
tourism among Emiratis and Indian expatriates in the United Arab
Emirates, Tourism and Hospitality.
https://doi.org/10.1177/1467358420914355

Fotiadis, Anestis (2020). Delivering quality and memorable tourism
experience.Book Title:The Routledge Handbook of Tourism Experience
Management and Marketing.

Fotiadis, Anestis & Vassiliadis, Christos. (2020). Principles and Practices
of Small-Scale Sport Event Management. 10.4018/978-1-7998-4757-1. 

Fotiadis Anestis and Chris A. Vassiliadisu (2020). Different Types of
Sport Events. Saurabh Kumar Dixit (Ed.), Title: Principles and Practices of
Small-Scale Sport Event Management. Routledge.

Fotiadis Anestis (2020). Sports Management, Project Management, and
Sports Event Management. Saurabh Kumar Dixit (Ed.), Title: Principles
and Practices of Small-Scale Sport Event Management. Routledge.
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Publications

Professor
Dr. Donghee Shin

Don Shin (2020). How do users interact with algorithm recommender
systems? The interaction of users, algorithms, and performance.
Computers in Human Behavior.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2020.106344
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Don Shin & Hwang, Y. (2020). The effects of security and traceability
of blockchain on digital affordance, Online Information Review.
https://doi.org/10.1108/OIR-01-2019-0013

Jinnan Wu, Fang Wang, Lin Liu, Don Shin (2020). Effect of Online
Product Presentation on the Purchase Intention of Wearable Devices:
The Role of Mental Imagery and Individualism–
Collectivism. Frontiers in Psychology.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7044408/

Yong Jin Park & Don Shin (2020). Contextualizing privacy on health-
related use of information technology. Computers in Human Behavior. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2019.106204

Publications

Professor
Dr. Fi lareti  Kotsi

Pike, S., and Kotsi, F. (2020). Perceptions of Stopover Destinations
during Long Haul Air Travel: A Mixed Methods Research Approach in
Four Countries. Tourism Analysis. 25 (2).
https://doi.org/10.1080/10548408.2018.1476303

Don Shin, Bu Zhong, & Frank A Biocca (2020) Beyond user experience:
What constitutes algorithmic experiences? International Journal of
Information Management.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0268401219314161

Shin, D. and Ibahrine, M. (2020), "The socio-technical assemblages of
blockchain system: how blockchains are framed and how the framing
reflects societal contexts", Digital Policy, Regulation and Governance.
https://doi.org/10.1108/DPRG-11-2019-0095
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Nadia Rahman (2019). Journalism and Environmental Issues in the
Middle East, In David B. Sachsman, and JoAnn Myer Valenti
(Eds.) Routledge Handbook of Environmental. Journalism.
https://doi.org/10.4324/9781351068406

Publications

Associate Professor
Nadia Rahman, MFA

Natasa Slak Valek (2020). Drawing a destination logo from memory
and its influence on the destination perception, Journal of Destination
Marketing & Management.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jdmm.2020.100436

Publications

Associate Professor
Dr. Natasa Slak Valek

Paolo Mura, (2020). Ethnodrama and ethnotheatre in tourism, current
Issues in Method and Practice.
https://doi.org/10.1080/13683500.2020.1746746

Publications

Associate Professor
Dr. Paulo Mura

Ganga Dhanesh (2020). Who cares about organizational purpose and
corporate social responsibility, and how can organizations adapt? A
hypermodern perspective. Business Horizons 63(4), 585-594.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bushor.2020.03.011

Publications

Associate Professor
Dr. Gangha Danesh
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Publications

Assistant Professor
Dr. Effrosyni Georgiadou

Effrosyni Georgiadou & Catherine Nickerson (2020) Exploring strategic
CSR communication on UAE banks’ corporate websites, Corporate
Communications: An International Journal.
https://doi.org/10.1108/CCIJ-02-2020-0044
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Publications

Assistant Professor
Dr. Kang Li

Kang Li (2020). Exploring the role of regulatory focus and processing
fluency in the effectiveness of narrative versus non-narrative advertising:
A study about sugar intake in the USA. Health Communication. (Jan.)
https://doi.org/10.1080/10410236.2020.1719320

Publications

Assistant Professor
Dr. Zoe Hurley

Zoe Hurley (2020). Postdigital Feminism and Cultural Visual Regimes:
Covid-19 at Women’s Only University in the Gulf. Postdigital Science and
Education.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s42438-020-00134-3

Russell Williams (2019).  The Social Facilitation of Performance,
Emotions, and Motivation in a High Challenge Video Game: Playing
People and Playing Game Characters, International Journal of
Gaming and Computer-Mediated Simulations.
https://doi.org/10.4018/IJGCMS.2019070103

Publications

Associate Professor
Dr. Russell  Wil l iams

Russell Williams (2019). Location, Integration, Interruption: Visual
Properties and Recognition of Video Game Advertising, Journal of
Promotion Management. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/10496491.2019.1699624
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Publications

Assistant Professor
Dr. Noela Michael

Noela Michael, et al. (2020) Differential roles of push and pull factors on
escape for travel: Personal and social identity perspectives, International
Journal of Tourism. 
https://doi.org/10.1002/jtr.2349
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Noela Michael, et al. (2020). Underlying motivating factors for movie-
induced tourism among Emiratis and Indian expatriates in the United
Arab Emirates, Tourism and Hospitality. 
https://doi/10.1177/1467358420914355

Zaman, M. Dauxert, T. & Noela Michael (2020). Kid-Friendly Digital
Communication for Hotels and Service Adaptation: Empirical
Evidences from Family Hotels. In H. Séraphin, et al. (Eds.), Children
in Hospitality and Tourism - Marketing and Managing Experiences,
De Gruyter.

Publications

Assistant Professor
Dr. Andrea Mayr

Baroni, A. & Mayr, A. (2020). "Tightening the Knots" of the International
Drugs Trade in Brazil: Possibilities and challenges for news media to
acquire social capital through in-depth reporting. Robert E Gutsche,
Jr., & Kristy Hess (Eds.), Reimagining Journalism and Social Order in a
Fragmented Media World. Routledge.
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